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The meetings in Beijing during January 30-31 between Washington, Russia, China, France
and the UK apparently failed to preserve the commitment to prohibit intermediate range
nuclear  weapons.  Washington stuck to  its  determination to  withdraw from the historic
agreement of Reagan and Gorbachev to destroy all land-based intermediate range nuclear
missiles.  This  US withdrawal  from a nuclear  weapons reduction agreement follows the
George W. Bush/Cheney regime’s withdrawal from the anti-ballistic missile treaty. Indeed,
since the Clinton regime, every US president has produced worsening trust between the two
major nuclear powers.

No good can come of this as Russia’s Deputy Foreign Minister Sergey Ryabkov said at the
Beijing meeting.

The intermediate range nuclear missile treaty (INF) does not involve US security. It protects
Europe from Russian missiles and Russia from US missiles stationed in Europe. Trump’s
announcement that he is breaking free of the treaty tells the Russians that they are going to
have missiles on their borders that allow them no response time. The Europeans are crazy
to go along with this as they will be targeted by Russia in turn, but the Europeans are
Washington’s vassals.

Ever since Clinton broke Washington’s promise not to move NATO eastward, Russia has
known that Washington seeks military advantage over Russia. By leaving the ABM treaty,
the George W. Bush regime told Russia that Washington intended to gain superiority by
constructing an anti-ballistic missile shield that would negate Russia’s retaliatory capability,
thus subjecting Russia to nuclear blackmail.

Russia responded with new hypersonic ICBMs that cannot be intercepted and now holds
nuclear superiority over the US, but does not exploit it. The US response is to tear up the INF
treaty and put its missiles back on Russia’s borders.

Another way to look at the INF treaty’s demise is that the Obama regime committed one
trillion dollars of taxpayers’ money (in addition to the annual one trillion dollar budget of the
military/security complex) to build more nuclear weapons, none of which are needed as the
US alone has enough to blow up the world several times. Breaking the INF treaty is a sure-
fire way to initiate a new arms race which would provide justification for the trillion dollars of
taxpayers’ money that Washington is handing over to the military/security complex for more
nuclear weapons.

Yet another way to look at the demise of the treaty is that Washington wants out of the
treaty so that it can deploy intermediate range missiles against China. Washington has
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actually drawn up plans for war against Russia and China and has conducted simulations of
what the outcome would be. America wins, of course.

The dangerous idea that a nuclear war can be won has been pushed for some years by the
neoconservatives who are committed to US hegemony over  the world.  This  idea definitely
serves the material interest of the military/security complex and is very popular among the
power brokers in Washington.

Washington’s excuse for breaking the INF treaty is that Russia is cheating and has violated
the treaty. But Russia has no interest in violating a treaty that protects Russia. Russia’s
intermediate range missiles cannot reach the US, and the only reason Russia would target
Europe would be to retaliate for Europe hosting US missiles on Russia’s borders.

The  beneficiaries  of  a  renewed  nuclear  arms  race  are  the  stockholders  of  the
military/security complex. Washington is feeding their profits by placing humanity at greater
risk of nuclear Armageddon. Weapons are piling up, the use of which would destroy all life
on the planet. This makes the weapons the very opposite of security. Trump whose goal was
to normalize relations with Russia is now under the thumb of the military/security complex
and  has  announced  US  intentions  to  withdraw  from  the  last  remaining  arms  control
agreement—the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START).

The situation is serious. Very little is reported in US media of the resurrection of the nuclear
arms race, and what is reported is blamed on Russia and China. Americans hear that it is
China, not the US, that is militarizing the South China Sea and Russia that intends to restore
the Soviet empire and that these intentions are threats to American national security. The
evidence consists of assertion. The Russians have offered proof that they have not violated
the INF treaty, but Washington doesn’t care because Washington is not leaving the treaty
because of Russian violations.

Washington is leaving the treaty because Washington wants military hegemony over Russia
and China and a good excuse to hand over another trillion dollars to the military/security
complex. In the end capitalism does more than exploit labor. It ends life on earth

Traditionally, an aggressor paves the way to war with constant propaganda against the
country to be attacked. The propaganda creates public support and justifies the attack. The
constant stream of provocative accusations out of Washington against Russia and China
(and Iran) in order to justify treaty breaking and higher armaments spending sounds to
Russia and China like they are being set up for attack. It is reckless and irresponsible to
convince nuclear powers that they are going to be attacked. There is no more certain way of
producing  war.  Russia  and  China  are  hearing  what  Saddam  Hussein  heard,  what  Gaddafi
heard, what Assad heard, what Iran hears. Unlike these victims of Washington, Russia and
China have substantial  offensive capability.  When a country  is  convinced it  is  targeted for
attack, does the country just sit there and await the attack?

Washington might be setting up America for a first strike with the extraordinary stream of
accusations and provocations issuing from people too stupid to be in possession of nuclear
weapons. In the nuclear era, it is reckless for a government to replace diplomacy with
threats and coercion. Washington’s recklessness is the most dangerous threat that the
world faces.
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“This book is a ‘must’ resource – a richly documented and systematic diagnosis of the
supremely pathological geo-strategic planning of US wars since ‘9-11’ against non-nuclear
countries to seize their oil fields and resources under cover of ‘freedom and democracy’.”
–John McMurtry, Professor of Philosophy, Guelph University

“In a world where engineered, pre-emptive, or more fashionably “humanitarian” wars of
aggression have become the norm, this challenging book may be our final wake-up call.”
-Denis Halliday, Former Assistant Secretary General of the United Nations

Michel Chossudovsky exposes the insanity of our privatized war machine. Iran is being
targeted with nuclear weapons as part of a war agenda built on distortions and lies for the
purpose of private profit. The real aims are oil, financial hegemony and global control. The
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price could be nuclear holocaust. When weapons become the hottest export of the world’s
only superpower, and diplomats work as salesmen for the defense industry, the whole world
is recklessly endangered. If we must have a military, it belongs entirely in the public sector.
No one should profit from mass death and destruction.
–Ellen Brown, author of ‘Web of Debt’ and president of the Public Banking Institute   
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